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Basics of social health-care system

1. How the insurance works
Y h t h i t• You have two chances in a year;  you stay
healthy or become ill with an equal y
probability of 50%.

• Your wealth when healthy is 400, and 200Your wealth when healthy is 400, and 200 
when ill.

• This is the same with a “lottery” of• This is the same with a lottery  of 
((400, 0.5), (200,0.5)), isn’t it? 
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• There is somebody who is willing to take your risk in 
exchange for giving you a fixed wealth regardless of your 
h l hhealth status.

• Suppose the fixed wealth is your expected wealth, which is 
l t 300 0 5 400+0 5 200equal to 300=0.5x400+0.5x200.

• The exchange offered is anther “lottery” of
((300 0 5) (300 0 5))((300, 0.5), (300, 0.5)) .

• Do you like the new lottery of ((300, 0.5), (300, 0.5)) better 
than your original lottery of ((400 0 5) (200 0 5))?than your original lottery of ((400,0.5), (200,0.5))?

• Probably you do. But why? 
Because you like fixed 300 better than risky 400 and 200 of• Because you like fixed 300 better than risky 400 and 200 of 
equal chances. You ask yourself how high is enough for the 
exchange. Is ((280, 0.5), (280, 0.5)) better than ((400,0.5),
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exchange. Is ((280, 0.5), (280, 0.5)) better than ((400,0.5), 
(200,0.5))?



• How can the lottery exchange be framed in an insurance?• How can the lottery exchange be framed in an insurance?
Here are some words you have to get familiar with:
Loss (L)=400 200=200Loss (L)=400-200=200
Insurance Payment (I): how much you get from insurance when 

an accident occursan accident occurs
Insurance Premium=P(I)
Wh (wealth when healthy); Wi (wealth when ill)Wh (wealth when healthy); Wi (wealth when ill) 
Wh= 400-P(I);  Wi=400-L-P(I)+I
---------------------------------
• I=0 is your original lottery of ((400,0.5), (200,0.5)).
• I=L=200 and P(I)=0 5x200=100 is the exchanged lottery of• I=L=200 and P(I)=0.5x200=100 is the exchanged lottery of 

((300, 0.5), (300, 0.5))
So lottery exchange is framed (marketed) by an insurance if
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So, lottery exchange is framed (marketed) by an insurance if 
somebody takes your risk with some I and P(I).



Basics of social health-care system
• Why can the insurer take your risk with I=L=200 y y

and P(I)=0.5x200=100?
• Because, I guess, he has a large pool of people 

lik d th h f hi ilike you and the average chance of his insurance 
payout becomes 50%, and the chance of no-
payout 50%.payout 50%. 

• He gets then no profits or incur no losses; he 
receives P(I)=100 for sure from an insured person ( ) p
like you, and his average payout is 100=0.5x200. 

• So, your wealth stays the same no matter whether 
h lth ill Thi i h t i iyou are healthy or ill. This is what an insurance is 

all about.
• This insurance is called a full insurance for it
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• This insurance is called a full insurance, for it 
completely offsets the risk that you face.



Exercise 
• Suppose your lottery is ((400,0.8), (200,02)).
• When the insurer is no loss no profit, what 

would be the full insurance?
• L=200, I=200,

P(I) 200 0 2 40P(I)=200x0.2=40
((400-P(I),08), (400-L-P(I)+I))((400 P(I),08), (400 L P(I) I))
=((360, 0.8),(360, 0.2))
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Basics of social health-care system
２．Does the insurance survive?
2.1 Failures from the demand side
• Having purchased insurance, you may tend to be less 

careful than without.

If the overall chance of getting ill becomes 70% and if the 
i d t k it th i ill l d thinsurer does not know it, the insurer will lose and the 
insurance will fail.

• This is often called “hidden action” or “moral hazard” on the 
side of the insured
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side of the insured.



Basics of social health-care system
• You know yourself better than the insurer.y

・ You know your own probability of illness, but the insurer 
knows only the average.
・ If your chance of getting ill is very much less than the 
average, you may not find it worthwhile to buy the insurance.
・ If your chance of illness is 30%, would you like to pay a 
full coverage insurance with the premium of 
P(200) 0 5 200 100 ? P b bl it d d IfP(200)=0.5x200=100 ?  Probably it depends. If you are a 
very risk-averse person, you may still the insurance.

・ But if otherwise, only high-risk people will buy the  
insurance, and the insurance itself will evaporate.
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・ This is called “hidden information” or “adverse selection.”



Basics of social health-care system
2 2 F il f li ’ id2.2 Failures from supplier’s side
• The reality is more often that insurers (or health-care 

providers) know you better than you Simply put they canproviders) know you better than you. Simply put, they can 
check your preconditions(health record) and current health 
status.status.

• The insurer will take care only those with less risky, or 
charge very high premium to those with high risk. To make g y g p g
the matter worse, high-risk people are not always rich 
enough to be able to buy the high-priced insurance. 

• This is called “risk selection” or “cream skimming”.
• The problem gets more difficult with treatment and 
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medication costs increasing with the advance of health-care 
technology.



Basics of social health-care systemBasics of social health-care system
2.3  Market alone cannot offer a good health-care insurance.
• Market tries to deal with the failures from demand side byMarket tries to deal with the failures from demand side by 

limiting the full access to the insurance by making payment 
partial and/or by making health-care costs of high-risk people  p y g g p p
expensive.

• Some examples of partial payment:
・ Co-payment: you pay a  portion of the health-care bill. 
・ Deductibles: insurance kicks in only after your pay

first piece of the costs.
• One way for dealing with adverse selection by the market is to 

enlarge the size of people buying health insurance (company-
wide group insurances)
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• Still, supply-side failures are unresolved and how to deal with 
those who cannot or do not buy the insurance remain.



Designing social health-care systemg g y
The tasks of social health-care system (SHCS) 
• SHCS has to find a better solution than private health care• SHCS has to find a better solution than private health-care 

insurance to deal with the failures of a market.
• Failures and problems to tackle:Failures and problems to tackle:

Demand-side problems
・ Hidden Actions (Moral hazard)・ Hidden Actions (Moral hazard)
・ Hidden Information (Adverse selection)
Supply side problemsSupply-side problems
・ Risk selection
・ Health care cost increase・ Health-care cost increase
・ Doctor-induced demand
Equity (solidarity) problems
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Equity (solidarity) problems
・ Affordable care for everybody



Designing social health-care system
Demand-side problems
• Hidden actionsHidden actions

Moral hazard
(1)  Partial insurance:  limiting the insurance payment( ) g p y

co-payment; deductibles
Health-saving account (if you do not use health care, you 
can save.)

(2) Somebody watches you.
G t k h d t t it h lthGate keepers or home doctors to monitor your health 
status.
Standardization of payment;
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Standardization of payment; 



Designing social health-care system
Demand-side problems
• Hidden informationHidden information 

Adverse Selection

Universal insurance

Pooling the risk by making the insurance mandatory for 
everybody
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Designing social health-care system
Supply-side problems
• Risk selection

(1)   No-rejection policy imposed on insurers
Insurers are mandated to accept every person who wants 
to purchase their insurance.

(2)   Risk-adjustment payment
Insurers who accept higher-risk individuals are paidInsurers who accept higher-risk individuals  are paid 
better than those accept lower-risk people, so that no 
individual is discriminated.
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Designing social health-care system
Supply-side problems
• Health-care cost increase• Health-care cost increase
(1) Standardization of payment.
(2) From ex post payment to ex ante payment: fee for service(2) From ex-post payment to ex-ante payment: fee for service 

to prospective or capitation payment.
(3) Restrict the scope (service coverage) of the social-health(3) Restrict the scope (service coverage) of the social health 

insurance, and the very high-cost and the state-of-the-art 
kind of treatment is delegated to private (contracted out) 
insurance.  
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Designing social health-care system
Equity (solidarity) problems
• Affordable care for everybody• Affordable care for everybody
(1) Universal insurance on the ability-to-pay principle
(2) How should the insurance premium be paid ?(2) How should the insurance premium be paid ?

・ Lump-sum (fixed amount) charge with credits (subsidies) 
for the poorfor the poor
・ Income-proportional premium or payroll tax  

(3) Is tax-finance health care instead of premium-financed(3) Is tax-finance health care instead of premium-financed 
insurance a better way to provide health care?
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Designing social health-care system
There still are more aspects to be considered
• The level of the governments: local governments play a• The level of the governments: local governments play a 

very important role, especially when delivering basic care 
for communicable diseases and caring old and poor people.g p p p

• Health insurers need not be managed by the government, 
but can be relegated to private organizations, which can be 
either for-profit or for-non-profit.

• Risks that we face during our life are not confined to bad 
health, but more multi-faceted; disability due to aging is 
getting to be as serious a risk as fragile health when young
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Experiences of JapaneseExperiences of Japanese 
health-care system

M l h d C t t ( b t 30%) i hi h b t• Moral hazard: Co-payment rate (about 30%) is high, but a 
maximum individual payment is set. So, the insured are free 
from the costs of treatment for catastrophic illnessfrom the costs of treatment for catastrophic illness.

• Adverse selection: universal coverage pooled the risk of 
people of various risks.people of various risks.

• Risk selection: Insurers are either public or non-profits, and 
they do not select risk. However, insurers are separated y , p
according to types of jobs of the insured: salary earners of 
big or small companies, public servants and the like, the 

lf l d (i f t th t f i d tself-employed (in fact, the rest of organized-sector 
workers). Old people, after retirement, mostly belong to the 
insurance for the self-employed which is run by local
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insurance for the self-employed, which is run by local 
governments. 



E i f JExperiences of Japanese 
health-care system

• Health-care cost increase: prices set by the central 
government has controlled the increase of health-
care costs. 

• Equity (solidarity) problems: both direct and indirect q y ( y) p
public subsidies have been paid into insurers of the 
self-employed and the employees of small p y p y
businesses. Health care of the old has received 
substantial subsidies from the government and g
transfers from other insurers. They are more than 
80% of total cost. 
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Health-care cost and financing
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OECD Economic Surveys:  Japan 2009
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More about Japanese case
• Belated standardization of payment system:

Fee-for-service is still a dominating paymentFee-for-service is still a dominating payment 
mechanism, and DRG-PPS of Japanese 

i h i t ll b i t d dversion has experimentally been introduced.
• Prices control has made Japanese acute p

care “thin and spread-out.”
• Doctors most importantly practicing doctors• Doctors, most importantly practicing doctors, 

have a strong vested (political) interest and 
thi h d l d h lth fthis has delayed health-care reform. 
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More about Japanese case
C it f i i h i ffi i t• Capacity of insurers is very much insufficient 
to propose or to manage efficient health 
care. Private insures with financial incentives 
should take some part of present insurers.p p

• Long-term care is getting as much important 
for the old as medical services Herefor the old as medical services. Here, 
medical services and long-term care have to 
be totally managed and offered, and this is a 
big challenge for Japanese health-care g g p
system.
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Your caseYour case
• Facts about health-care situation in China
• How to achieve an affordable care for all in 

China?China?
• What would be the role of government in health 

care in China?
• How can the best use of private insurances be• How can the best use of private insurances be 

made in China?
• How to coordinate the roles of the central and 

local (provincial/ sub-provincial) governments?(p p ) g
• And more…
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